2007 ford explore

Although engine performance is mediocre, the midsize Ford Explorer deserves consideration
from anyone shopping for a traditional SUV, thanks to its superb road manners, long list of
safety features and usable seating in all three rows. As far as consumers were concerned, its
taller ride height, spacious cargo hold and all-weather versatility made it the perfect family
vehicle. Unfortunately, the rollover accident scare during the summer of cast a pall over the
Explorer nameplate and turned off potential buyers despite the fact that the third-generation
model present was a much safer vehicle -- and roomier to boot. Sales eventually recovered with
the help of incentives and positive word of mouth, but these days the Explorer has a lot more
competition. In addition to its many truck-based peers, numerous car-based crossover SUVs
now occupy this price range, and many of them are just as family-friendly as the Explorer while
offering better fuel economy and more upscale accommodations. This doesn't mean the Ford
Explorer wouldn't be a good choice, especially if you need three rows of usable seating in a
midsize SUV body. Ford made substantial upgrades to the Explorer for the model year that
refined its already impressive road manners. We consider it one of the best-handling
truck-based SUVs on the market, and its smooth, quiet highway ride makes it a natural road trip
candidate. A long list of standard equipment doesn't hurt either, and important safety features
like front-seat side airbags, first- and second-row side curtain airbags and AdvanceTrac stability
control are all included. Some buyers might lament the fact that the side curtain airbags don't
extend back to the third row, but the Explorer offers an additional feature that many of its
competitors don't have: Roll Stability Control. Pioneered by Volvo, this system uses a gyro
sensor to identify a potential rollover situation and activates AdvanceTrac to try to avoid it.
Other than its typically low resale value, the Ford Explorer's main weakness regards its engine
output. The base V6 engine makes just horsepower, a low number for this class, and the engine
isn't especially refined. The optional V8 is smoother and puts up more impressive numbers -hp, pound-feet of torque -- but lacks the bottom-end pull of competitors' V8s and, increasingly,
their V6s as well. For buyers who aren't concerned about having the quickest SUV in the
neighborhood, the Ford Explorer offers an impressive package. It's comfortable enough to use
for carpool duty during the week, yet rugged enough to handle a pound trailer or the dirt trail to
the cabin on the weekend. Although we encourage family-minded buyers to check out the many
alternatives in this price range, including car-based utes, wagons and minivans, Ford's Explorer
remains a solid pick for those who need the capability of a traditional SUV. The XLT seats five
and comes with inch alloy wheels, air-conditioning, a CD stereo with an input jack for MP3
players, cruise control and full power accessories. Eddie Bauer models provide two-tone paint,
inch alloy wheels, running boards, leather upholstery, a power adjustable driver seat, heated
front seats, faux wood interior trim and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The top-line Limited
comes with monochromatic paint, inch alloy wheels, dual-zone automatic climate control with a
separate rear air conditioner , a manually folding third-row seat for seven-passenger capacity , a
power front passenger seat, seat memory for the driver, an upgraded audio system with an
in-dash CD changer and steering-wheel-mounted controls, a leather-wrapped steering wheel
and heated exterior mirrors. The base engine is a 4. Optional on all models is a 4. A five-speed
automatic transmission is standard with the V6 engine, and the V8 comes matched to a
six-speed automatic. Buyers have their choice of two-wheel drive or a four-wheel-drive system
with a push-button transfer case with either engine. Properly equipped, a V8 2WD Explorer can
tow pounds. A 4WD Explorer equipped with the V8 takes about 9 seconds to reach 60 mph. For
comparison, a V8-equipped Toyota 4Runner can perform this feat in the mid 7-second range, as
can a Nissan Pathfinder, which only comes with a V6. All major safety equipment is standard on
the Ford Explorer, including four-wheel antilock disc brakes, a stability control system, front
seat-mounted side airbags, first- and second-row side curtain airbags optional on the XLT and a
tire-pressure monitoring system. If RSC determines a rollover is imminent, it activates the
regular stability control to help avoid it. A reverse parking-sensing system is standard on the
Limited and optional on other trims. Oddly, adjustable pedals are available on the XLT and
Eddie Bauer but not the Limited, because they're incompatible with its seat memory feature.
Optional on all Explorers is a heated windshield, a worthwhile item for families who take
wintertime road trips. Any Explorer is a joy to drive, as truck-based SUVs go. Taking much of
the credit for this praise is the rear independent suspension, which provides a smooth ride and
keeps the wheels planted on rough pavement. Steering is surprisingly responsive and the
brakes inspire confidence through a firm and progressive pedal. Power from either the V6 or V8
engine is adequate, though most buyers will prefer the V8's extra helping of low-end torque and
refinement. Last year's upgrades provided a cosmetic makeover for the Explorer's traditionally
bland cabin. Materials quality is still mediocre, but a sharp set of gauges, a shapely steering
wheel and gear selector, and various two-tone color schemes make this workaday SUV feel a
little more upscale than before. It's feasible to carry two adults in the third-row seats, but

choosing the third-row option slightly reduces the available cargo space and results in a
not-quite-flat load floor. Seven-passenger Explorers max out at The "quad seating" option on
Eddie Bauer and Limited models drops passenger capacity to six and places reclining captain's
chairs in the second row with a storage console between them. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Explorer. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Explorer lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Engines are weaker than competitors' offerings, some
low-grade interior materials, poor expected resale value. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After last year's major
upgrades, the Ford Explorer sees only minor equipment changes. The base XLS trim level is
deleted, and all Explorers now come with an input jack for MP3 players and revised interior door
handles. All models can now be equipped with a navigation system and heated windshield, and
the optional rear entertainment system gets a larger screen. Power retractable running boards
are a new option for Eddie Bauer and Limited models, while XLT buyers can get the Ironman
Package, which provides a monochromatic black exterior and two-tone leather seats. Read
more. Write a review See all 53 reviews. Bought this vehicle new in I've had to do very few
repairs and have had the oil changed every 5, miles. I took over changing oil at around , miles
and started with synthetic oil. As of writing this review, I have just over K on this vehicle and did
an oil change on it yesterday. All in all, this has been, and continues to be a very solid and
reliable vehicle. The only repairs I have needed to do so far are replace the thermostat bypass
hose, replace upper and lower thermostat housings, and replace the front and rear wheel
bearings. I have had a coolant leak for some time now. I'm not sure where it is going, but I keep
filling the overflow tank to keep a proper level in it. Yesterdays oil change was not normal
though. The oil was congealed inside, therefore I figured out where the coolant is going. I would
have expected the oil to get milky, but apparently the gold coolant that Ford uses does not do
this, and normally the vehicle gets driven far enough every day to bring the engine up to proper
operating temperatures. I pulled the oil pan off and cleaned out what I could. At this point, I will
continue to run the vehicle until the engine gives up. I will switch to regular high mileage
non-synthetic oil and increase the oil change frequencies to 3, miles. I will pull the oil pan off as
needed to clean out the sump to keep the oil pump pick up screen clear. I would say that if I had
to do it over again, I would get the V8 and not the V6. The V8 would be easier to work on. The
V6, although a great engine with more than enough torque, has a cam chain and chain driven oil
pump on the back side of the engine that require the engine to be pulled to service them. I
mention this because I also found a piece of chain tensioner in yesterdays oil change. Whether
it is from a cam chain tensioner or the oil pump drive chain tensioner is unclear, but I'm sure I
will find out soon enough. This was also my first 4WD vehicle. The 4WD has only been needed a
handful of times since purchased, but I try to exercise the system at least every six months to
make sure everything still works. Under the performance category, I gave road handling and
transmission OK ratings. It's an SUV, so road handling is low on the list anyway, but it does a
pretty good job. The transmission has always been a bit twitchy, but has not exhibited any of
the failures of the earlier model sealed transmissions. I gave the overall rating 5 stars. Cam
chains are noisy, so we don't use this vehicle for long distance driving, but it continues to start
and run. It burns no oil, and I still have to add coolant, but the Explorer continues to perform.
Read less. Good vehicle but showing its age. Mark P. This Ford explorer has been a nice little
SUV. It has not suffered any major mechanical failures. Just small things like tire pressure
sensor failure, air conditioning failure. The 4. I really liked the 7 passenger seating. Its getting
older now and lots of little things are failing. The engine and transmission are still strong. The
body has held up well, and still no signs of any rust problems on the body. It still looks very
good for its age. Owned this truck for almost a year now, and am overall very impressed. The
ride is amazing for an SUV this size, the power for the v6 is decent, plenty of power for everyday
driving or on the highway. The ride is very smooth even on cruise control at The fuel economy
for most people's driving habits is about 15 around town and highway. If you drive fuel

consciously, I am able to get 17 around town and 22 highway. Very roomy, third row can fit two
grown adults with ease. Plenty of cargo space, great for towing, better than average stock
sound system. Good looking truck inside and out. I highly recommend this truck! Just bought
the XLT with the V8 fairly loaded. Traded up from a XLT. Very happy so far. The new V8 is
awesome, quiet with a little growl when stepped on. Very smooth acceleration. Would not buy
the V6, just too slow. Extremely quiet and confident ride. Also, the best thing about any Explorer
that nobody talks about is that the seats are very comfortable. Perfect seating for cruising
around with your arm hanging out the window on a nice day. Like a real truck. See all 53 reviews
of the Used Ford Explorer. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored
cars related to the Explorer. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

